The Role of Data in Driving Decisions

What are we seeing in the market today?

- Burnout is at an all-time high
- Retention is a massive issue with significant financial implications
- Work-related stress is on the rise
- The large majority of employees are actively seeking new employment
- People are happier working remotely but employers are hesitant to support flexibility

How can leaders set their teams up for success?

With visibility into employee engagement and daily productivity

Prodoscore’s 2 newest features provide insight into how employees are engaged and where they work best.

Social Network

Visualize how employees are connected and what influence they have on each other to identify disengagement, silos, key collaborators, etc.

Workplace Productivity

Understand how physical location (in-office or remote) influences productivity across employees and teams

Gut feel and guesswork are ineffective drivers of smart decision making. Get in touch to learn more about how productivity data can guide your team’s success.